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JOHN F. LEDLIE
Abstract.
For -na set of primes, a ^„-group is a group G with the property that, for
every element g in G and every prime p in -n,g has a unique pth root in G. Two faithful
representations of free metabelian ®„-groups are established: the first representation
is inside a suitable power series algebra and shows that free metabelian ^„-groups
are residually torsion-free nilpotent; the second is in terms of two-by-two matrices
and is analogous to W. Magnus' representation of free metabelian groups using twoby-two matrices. In a subsequent paper [12], these representations will be used to
derive several properties of free metabelian ^„-groups.

1. Introduction.
1.1. If g is an element of a group G and « is a positive integer, one may consider
whether g has an nth root in G, that is, whether there is an element x in G such
that xn=g. In general, g need not have an nth root; on the other hand, it may
have several. If every element of G has exactly one nth root for every positive
integer n, G is called a group with unique roots or a 3>-group.
More generally, with each nonempty set of primes -n-,there are associated three
classes of groups: the class Sn consists of all groups in which pth roots (of all
elements) exist for every prime pe-n;^in consists of all groups in which pth roots
(whenever they exist) are unique for every/? e -n; the intersection of these two classes
conn $(„ is denoted by 3>n; thus £¿¡ncomprises all groups in which pth roots (of all
elements) exist and are unique for every pen. For % = $, <?/or 2, a group belonging to the class 3Cnis called an ^-group.
The class 2n forms a variety of algebras, that is, it consists of all algebras which
admit a certain set of operations and satisfy a certain set of identical relations. To
see this, we introduce a set ü„ of operations, which consists of the group operations
(multiplication and formation of inverses) together with a set {pp\pe -n}of unary
operators in one-to-one correspondence with the set -n; the set £2„ is the set of
operations for the variety 3>n. The identical relations or laws of 3>n are the group
laws together with the additional laws, two for each p e it :
(xpp)p = x,

xpPp = x.

It is easy to see that a group is a ^,-group if and only if it admits this set of
operators {pp\ pe n}. Now a group G is metabelian if its second derived group
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G" is trivial, or equivalently, if the law
[[Xi, x2], [x3, x4]] = 1

is identically satisfied in G (where [x, y] = x~1y~1xy). If we add this one further
law to the set of laws which determine 2X, the resulting variety of algebras, which
we denote by 93i^, is the variety of metabelian 2¿¡n-groups.
If 9¿ is a variety of algebras and X is an arbitrary set, the notion of free ^-algebra
on the set X may be defined by means of a universal mapping property. For
example, a free metabelian 2n-group or free Wn-group on the set Zis a metabelian
^„-group Fx for which there exists a mapping 8: Z-> Fx, such that the following
universal mapping property is satisfied:
" Given any metabelian ^-group
G and any mapping cf>
: X^G,
there exists a
unique homomorphism (of 93cvgroups) f>; Fx-^ G such that the diagram

commutes."
It is easy to see that such a free algebra is determined up to isomorphism

by
the cardinality of the set X, which is then called the rank of Fx. A general result of
universal algebra due to G. Birkhoff [6] asserts the existence of free algebras of all
ranks in any variety of algebras satisfying certain conditions; in particular, free
^-groups
and free metabelian ^-groups
of all ranks exist.
In this paper, it is almost always an arbitrary but fixed set of primes it which is
under consideration. So, except in §3.5, the subscript v is omitted and we write

S, S, % and 231in place of 3)n, Sm <%nand 931^respectively.
1.2. Groups with roots were first considered by B. H. Neumann [19], who
proved that every group can be embedded in an cf-group. In [18], A. I. Mal'cev
proved that every torsion-free nilpotent group can be embedded in a ^-group
which is nilpotent of the same class. The most important paper on groups with
unique roots is due to G. Baumslag [1]. He considered free ^-groups and, in
particular, showed how to construct a free ^-group by starting with an ordinary
free group and gradually adjoining roots to it "in the freest possible manner"
using free products with amalgamated subgroups; this construction enabled him
to prove many interesting properties of free ^-groups. In [2], G. Baumslag constructed a free nilpotent-of-class-c ^-group as the direct limit of an ascending
sequence of free nilpotent groups. This method is important to us here, because it
gives a clue as to how one should try to construct a free metabelian ^-group
(see §3.2). T. MacHenry [14] was the first to consider free metabelian ^-groups.
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1.3. At least one important question about free ^-groups was left unanswered
in G. Baumslag [1]. To explain this, let Y={yt | i el} he a set of indeterminates
and let Z[[T]] be the "free" power series ring with integer coefficients in these
indeterminates. Let C denote the set of all elements in Z[[ Y]] which have constant
component 1; then C is easily seen to be a group under multiplication (see [17,
p. 310]). A well-known theorem of W. Magnus [15] asserts that gp (l+y¡ \ i el)
is a free group freely generated by the elements l+j¡, i el. Using the graded
structure of the ring Z[[ Y]], it is easy to show that C is residually torsion-free
nilpotent (for a definition, see [21, p. 30]), so this representation of free groups
implies that free groups are residually torsion-free nilpotent.
If now, instead of integer coefficients, we admit rational numbers, that is, if we
consider the power series algebra ß[[T]], then D, the set of elements in ß[[T]]
with constant component 1, is a ^-group under multiplication (see [17, p. 316]).
So the question which naturally arises is whether £^-gp (1 +y¡ \ ie I) (the smallest
sub-^-group of D containing the elements 1 +yu i e I, see §2.2) is a free ^-group
on the set {1 +jj | ie I}. Since D is also residually torsion-free nilpotent, it is clear
that if ^-gp (1 +y¡ | i e I) is a free S-group, it follows that free S-groups are
residually torsion-free nilpotent. In another paper [4], G. Baumslag proved that
the converse of this is also true; that is, he showed that if free ^-groups are
residually torsion-free nilpotent, then @-gp (1 +yt \ ie I) is actually a free ^-group.
Whether or not this is in fact the case is still not known.
The relevance of this to us is that we may consider the corresponding question
for free metabelian S-groups. This question, whether or not free metabelian
^-groups are residually torsion-free nilpotent, was one of the main motivating
factors for the present work. It is answered in the affirmative in §4, not surprisingly,
by establishing a power series algebra representation of free metabelian ^-groups
closely analogous to Magnus' representation of free groups in Z[[ Y]].
1.4. §2 of this paper gives some definitions and some basic facts about metabelian
^-groups. In §3, the so-called Main Theorem is proved. This is directly aimed at
obtaining representations of free metabelian ^-groups and states, in essence, that
if D is an "over-riding" metabelian ^-group and Zis a subset of D, and if certain
conditions are satisfied, then í^-gp (X) is a free metabelian ^-group on the set X.
The Main Theorem is utilized in §§4 and 5 to obtain two representations of free
metabelian ^-groups. The first of these is inside a suitable power series algebra and
shows that free metabelian S-groups are residually torsion-free nilpotent as discussed above. The second representation is in terms of two-by-two matrices and is
analogous to W. Magnus' representation of free metabelian groups using two-bytwo matrices.
1.5. This paper is taken from my Ph.D. thesis at New York University. I would
like to express my gratitude to Professor Gilbert Baumslag for his advice and
encouragement during the period of this work. I would also like to thank Professor
W. Magnus whose lectures and seminars stimulated my interest in group theory.
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1.6. For the convenience of the reader, we list some of the notations used:
77 an arbitrary nonempty set of primes,
[tt] the set of positive integers which are products of primes in -n,
I a well-ordered index set,
Z the ring of integers,
Q the field of rational numbers,
r„ the additive subgroup of Q consisting of all rationals whose denominators are in the set [n] (Y„ is also a subring of Q),
ZG the group-ring of the group G,

\G\ the order of the group G,
\g\ the order of the element g,
gp (S) where 5 is a subset of a group, the subgroup generated by S,
S-gp (S) where S is a subset of a ^„-group, the sub-^-group
generated by S,

[h, g} the commutator h'^g'^hg
[H,G} gp([h,g]\heH,geG),

of h and g,

ynG [yn-iG, G}, the nth group of the lower central series of G, where

yiG = G,
y%G {g e G | gm e ynG for some m e [v]},

y\G {g e G | gm e y2G
91 the variety of all
93Í the variety of all
9ÍC the variety of all

for some m e [n]}, the commutator it- ideal of G,
abelian ^-groups,
metabelian ^¡-groups,
^-groups which are nilpotent of class at most c.

2. Some observations about metabelian ^/-groups.
2.1. In this section, we introduce some definitions and prove some elementary
properties of metabelian ^-groups, which will be used throughout the paper. Most
of the definitions and results given in §§2.2-2.4 may be found in various forms in
one of the references [1], [8], [9] or [11].
2.2. Let G be an arbitrary group. A subgroup H of G is called a n-subgroup of

Gif
g eG, p e-n, g" e H implies g e H.
If G is a S-group, it is easy to see that a n-subgroup of G is the same thing as a
sub-^-group of G.
Let G be an arbitrary group and let N<\ G. We call N a n-ideal of G or simply
an ideal of G (the set of primes -n being understood as usual) if G/N e <%.It is clear
that an ideal of G is a w-subgroup of G; however, a normal 7r-subgroup of G need

not be an ideal, even if G e Si (see [1, p. 301]).
Any intersection of 7r-subgroups of a group G is again a w-subgroup of G, and
any intersection of ideals of G is again an ideal of G. If S is a subset of a group G,
the unique minimal 7r-subgroup of G containing S is called the n-closure of S in G
and is denoted by cl„ (S, G) ; similarly, the unique minimal ideal of G containing

S is denoted by id„ (S, G).
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If G is a S-group, S a subset of G, and H=c\„ (S, G), then H e 9) and H is the
smallest sub-^-group of G containing the set S ; it is clear that H consists of those
elements of G which are obtainable from the elements of S by a finite number of
applications of the operations of multiplication, inversion and extraction of pth
roots for primes pe-n. In this situation, we say that the ^-group H is -n-generated

by the set S and we write H=@-gp (S).
We next make the simple observation that if G and H are ^-groups and
ip: G-> H is a group homomorphism, then </tis a homomorphism of ^-groups,

that is,
igllp)<l>= (#A)1/P for g e G, p e it,

(where gllp denotes the unique pth root of g). Alternatively, we might say that the
category of ^-groups and their homomorphisms is a full subcategory of the
category of groups.
It is easy to see that the three Isomorphism Theorems and the Correspondence
Theorem of group theory (see [22, pp. 24-28]) may be carried over to give analogous
theorems for ^-groups, the role of "normal subgroup of a group" being played
by "ideal of a ^-group". The proofs follow at once from the group theoretical
results using the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a Q>-group,let H-¿G be a sub-2-group and let N<\ G be
an ideal of G. Then HN is a sub-2-group of G.
Proof. Let g e G and p e -n be such that gp e HN; we must prove that g e HN.
Since He cf and, by an isomorphism theorem for groups, H/H n /V= HN/N,
we have that HN/N e S, so that HN/N is a sub-^-group of the S-group G/N.

Therefore igN)"=gpN e HN/N implies that gNeHN/N.
required.

Hence g e HN as

We conclude these preliminary remarks by giving a realization of the free
abelian ^-group on a set X. The subgroup of the additive group of rationals Q,
consisting of those rational numbers, whose denominators are products of primes
in the set -n-,is denoted by Y„. It is clear that r„ may also be considered as a subring

of Q.
Proposition 2.2. The free abelian 2-group on a set X is isomorphic to the restricted
direct product of \ X\ copies of Yn.

Proof. The proof consists of a straightforward verification that the direct
product of \X\ copies of Y„ satisfies the universal property which characterizes the
free abelian ^-group on the set X. In this, it is useful to note that an abelian
.®-group is the same thing as a r„-module.
2.3. A positive integer n is called a n-number if n is a product of primes in the set
■n-(see [8, p. 11]). The set of all 7r-numbers is denoted by [it]. We declare that

1 e [-n]for all sets tt.
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For any group G, we define
rn(G) = {geG\\g\e[n]}.

The elements of rn(G) are called -n-torsion elements of G. If t„(G) = 1, G is said to
be TT-free.
In general, rn(G) is not a subgroup of G, as may be seen by considering the free
product of two cyclic groups of order 2 and taking tt = {2}. However, if G is locally
nilpotent, we have

Lemma 2.3. Let G be a locally nilpotent group. Then
(i) rn(G) is a fully invariant subgroup of G,

(ii) G/t«(G)6#,
(iii) tn(G) is the smallest normal subgroup of G which satisfies (ii); that is, if

N<\Gis

such that G/N e <%,then rn(G) ^ N.

The only difficulty in the proof of Lemma 2.3 lies in showing that rn(G) is a
subgroup. This follows at once from the following result whose proof is well known
and is omitted (see, for example, [8, p. 12]).

Lemma 2.4. Let H be a nilpotent group generated by elements hu h2,...,
where |«(| =m¡ e [n}, 1 ^i^r.
Then H is a finite group and \H\ e [it}.

h„

We now define a sequence of subgroups y%G,n= 1, 2,..., of an arbitrary group
G. The subgroup y%Gcontains ynG, the nth group of the lower central series of G,
and it is defined by specifying ynG/ynG = r„(G/ynG). In other words,
ylG = {g e G | gm e ynG for some m e [n]}.

The facts about ylG given in the next lemma follow from the definition using

Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a group and let n be a positive integer. Then
(i) yi +iG is a fully invariant subgroup of G,
(ii) G/yl^iG is a tft-group and is nilpotent of class at most n,
(iii) y£ + iG is the smallest normal subgroup of G which satisfies (ii) ; that is, if
N <1 G is such that G/N is a ^-group and is nilpotent of class at most n, then

yl +iGúN.
2.4. We record a simple but useful lemma due to P. G. Kontorovic

[10] (see

[11, p. 244]).
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a ^i-group, let g, he G, and let m,ne
commute, then g and h commute.

[it}. If gm and hn

2.5. In the study of metabelian ^-groups, the subgroup y2G and the factor
group G/y2G play a particularly important role. For any group G, yfG is called
the commutator ideal of G, the set of primes -n being understood as usual.
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2.7. (i) Let G be a metabelian ^i-group. Then y2G and G/y2G are

both abelian °U-groups.
(ii) Let G e TO.Then y\G e 9Í and G/y2G e 91. That is, a metabelian 9-group is an
extension of an abelian Si-group by an abelian Si-group.

Proof, (i) The only fact which has to be proved is that y2G is abelian. Let
g, he ylG; then there exist m,ne [n] such that gm, hn e y2G. As G is metabelian,
y2G is abelian, so gm and hn commute, which, by Lemma 2.6, implies that g and zz
commute. Hence y2G is abelian as required.
(ii) This follows at once from part (i), using the facts that a 7r-subgroup of a
Si-group is a ^-group and that a homomorphic image of an <?-group is an S -group.
Proposition
2.8. Let F be a free metabelian Si-group freely -n-generated by the
elements xi; i e I. Then F/y2F is a free abelian Si-group freely -n-generated by the
elements Xi-y^F,i e I, so that iby Proposition 2.2)

F/ylF s r„ x Ynx • • • (|/| copies).
Proof. This requires only the usual argument to show that the abelian ¿^-group
F/y2Ftogether with the set {x¡y2F \ ie 1} satisfy the appropriate universal mapping
property.
2.6. Let G he an arbitrary metabelian ^-group, and let K be an abelian ideal of
G such that G/K is also abelian. By Proposition 2.7(i), y2G is an example of such
an ideal; further, by Lemma 2.5(iii), we always have K^ylG. Denote the quotient
group G/K by B and the natural projection by r¡ :

V:G^G/K=

B.

We shall be dealing with this kind of situation frequently throughout this paper;
whenever it occurs, we shall adhere to the following conventions:
(1) Elements of the module /("will be denoted by small Latin letters a, b, c,...,
and the group operation in K will be written multiplicatively (because A' is a subgroup of the multiplicative group G).

(2) Elements of B will be denoted by Greek letters a, ß,y,...,

and B will be

written multiplicatively.

(3) Elements of ZB will be denoted by capital letters S, T, U,... ; thus a typical
element of ZB is
(2.1)

5 = njßj + n2ß2 +■■■ +n,ßh

n,- e Z, ß, e B,

1 i/'S

/•

(4) The action of group-ring elements on elements of the module K will be
written exponentially; thus, if ce K, the element obtained by operating on c with
S e ZB is cs.
The action of ZB on K is defined as follows : First choose a (left) transversal for
K in G, that is, a subset {ta \ a e B}^G, whose elements are indexed by the elements
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of the group B, such that tar¡ = a for every a e B and ti = 1. Then if 5 e ZB is given

by (2.1) and ce K, define
cs = cVi

+ "202 + - + Vi

= tg^c^t^-tß^c^t^-

■ ■tßl1cn'tßr

A standard verification shows that this action is independent of the choice of
transversal, and that it does make K into a ZT?-module.
Note that there are many possible choices of transversal for K in G. But once a
transversal {ta | a e B} has been chosen, the associated factor set is uniquely
determined ; it is a mapping ( , ) : B x B -> K, defined by
tjß

= taß(a,ß),

a,ßeB.

Further, every element g e G is now uniquely expressible in the form g = tac, with
a e B, c e K, and these multiply according to the formula
(tac) ■(tßd) = taß(a, ß)cBd,

a,ßeB,

c,deK.

At various points in this paper, it will be convenient to introduce such a transversal
to investigate an extension. However, we emphasize that the structure of ATas a
ZTJ-module is completely independent of this choice of transversal.
Of special importance to us will be situations in which K, considered as a
ZT?-module is torsion-free. We recall the definition of this notion in our context:
the ZTJ-module K is said to be torsion-free if, whenever cs=l, where ce K and

5 g ZB, then either c= 1 or S=0.
We introduce two notations to be used whenever we are dealing with such
extensions. Let G, K and B be as above; for m a positive integer and ß e B, we
define an element TB¡me ZB by
(2.2)

Tß.m = l+ß+ß2+---+ßm~\

After choosing a transversal {ta \ a e B} for K in G, we.define, again for m a positive
integer and ß e B, an element aB¡me K by
(2.3)

aß,n = (ß,ß^)-(ß,ß-2y

■-(ß,ß2)-(ß,ß).

2.7. The following proposition brings out the connection between the existence
of roots of elements of a metabelian ^-group G, and the existence of solutions of
certain ZÄ-module equations.
Proposition 2.9. (i) Let G be a metabelian °li-group, let K be an abelian ideal of
G, denote G/K by B and suppose B is an abelian Si-group. Let m be a n-number, let
ß e B and let ce K. Then the equation
(*)

XTe.m = c,

for x e K, has at most one solution.
(ii) Choose a transversal {ta \ a e B}for K in G. Then the equation (*) has a solution
if and only if the element tB™aB¡mc
has an mth root in G.
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Proof. We first carry out an important calculation ; for a e B and y e K, we have
itay)m

=

taytay-tay

= CCi0"-W'X'«"<m" V«"-3)- • ■it;1yta)y
— 'a S

But
?am=/»-■*„/« = t?-3t¿X«,
=

•••

= rX«.

«) = tf-'tA«,

«a)(«. «)

«m " ')(«, «m -2) • • • («, «)•

Therefore
(2.4)

itay)m

= tj«ia,myT-.-.

(i) Suppose that equation (*) has two solutions x, y e K, so that xr«.">= c=>'r«.™;
then, using (2.4), we have
itBx)m = f/ra/,,mxr«.™ = tg"ae,mc.

Hence the element tBx is an znth root of the element tB"aBtmc.But exactly the same
argument shows that tBy is an znth root of this element tB"<aB¡mc.
As me [n] and
Get, we must have tBx= tBy, so that x=y as required,
(ii) Suppose first that the equation (*) has a solution xe K. Then
itBx)m = tB-naBimxTß.-> = tBnaB¡mc,

so that the element tB<«aB,mc
has an rath root in G.
Conversely, suppose that tB«>aBtmc
has an znth root, tay say, where ae B, ye K.

Using (2.4), we then have
(2.5)

ta-aajmyT°.«<

= itay)m

= tB<«ae%mc.

Comparing the two outer terms of this equality and using that every element of
G is uniquely of the form tyd, with y e B, d e K, yields ta<*= tB<*;therefore, am=ßm
and so a = ß, because m e [n] and B e <?/. Replacing a by ß in equation (2.5), we

obtain
temaB,myTe-<» = tB<«aBtmc.

Therefore yTB.m
= c, so that equation (*) does indeed have a solution. This completes the proof of the proposition.

Corollary

2.10. Let G e TO, let K be an abelian ideal of G, denote G/K by B

and suppose that B is abelian. Let m be a -n-number, let ß e B and let ce K. Then
there is exactly one element xe Ksuch that xTe.m= c.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the preceding proposition.
2.8. Note that the ideas discussed above hold, in particular, when K=y2G. We
consider now a situation in which we have two metabelian ^-groups G and H
and a homomorphism cf>:G -*■H.
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Proposition 2.11. (i) Let G and H be metabelian ^-groups and let j>: G!-> H be
a homomorphism. Denote G/y2G = B and H/y2H=B*. Then c4 induces, in a natural
way, the structure of a ZB-module in the abelian group y2H. If {ta \ a e ß} is any
transversal for ylG in G, the action of ZB on y2H is given by the formula

(2 6)

(«*)Ml+Va+",*M' = ('/.¿rW'Cixfl

■W)-WMW)' ••«,.*)-Ka*)Ht
„ft,
for a* e y2H, and n, eZ,ß,eB,l

újúl.

(ii) Suppose, in addition, that H is a S-group. Let m e [it}, let ß e B and let
c* e y2H. Then there is exactly one element x* e y\H such that
(2.7)

(x*)Te.- = c*.

Proof, (i) The homomorphism

</>':B->B* and $:ZB^ZB*.

<f>:G -> H induces, in turn, homomorphisms

As yn2H is already a Zß*-moduIe the homo-

morphism $ makes yf TTinto a Zß-module,

(2.8)

(a*)s = (a*)si>,

the action being given by

a* e-f2H,

SeZB;

and formula (2.6) follows without difficulty.
(ii) By definition, the action of the element TßtMe ZB on y2TTis exactly the same
as the action of the element TB¡m$(see equation (2.8)). A simple calculation shows
that TßtJp = Tß$-tm.Since, by Corollary 2.10, there is exactly one element x* ey2H

such that
(x*)Ten>\m = c*,

we have the required result.

3. The Main Theorem.
3.1. The Main Theorem of the paper is aimed at obtaining representations
free metabelian S-groups.

of

Main Theorem. Let n be an arbitrary set of primes. Let D be a metabelian
S-group and let {x¡ | i el} be a subset of D. Suppose that D has an abelian ideal K
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) D/K( = B) is a free abelian S-group freely -n-generated by the elements x¡K,

i el.
(ii) For every n-number m, gp (x\,m \ i e I) is a free
generated by the elements x\lm, i e I.

metabelian

group freely

(iii) K, considered as a ZB-module, is torsion-free.
Then F=S-gp (x¡ | i'eT) is a free metabelian S-group freely -rr-generated by the
elements x¡, i 61.

In §§4 and 5, we exhibit two different examples of ^-groups D with subsets
{x¡ | i el} which satisfy the hypotheses of the Main Theorem. The present section
is devoted to proving this theorem.
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3.2. Before proceeding to the proof of the Main Theorem, we give some motivation for the ideas entering into it.
Let 9ÎCbe the variety of S-groups consisting of all ^-groups which are nilpotent
of class at most c. In [2], G. Baumslag constructed the free algebras in the variety
9£c as direct limits of ascending sequences of free nilpotent-of-class-c groups.
Guided by this construction, we are led to try to construct a free TO-group as the
direct limit of an ascending sequence of free metabelian groups. Let G0 = (J "= j Mn,
where Mn is free metabelian on a set Xn and the ascending chain is formed exactly
as in [2] (G0 corresponds to the group G* in [2]).
It is clear that G0 is a metabelian ^-group. Also the construction is again the
"freest possible" in the sense that if H e TOand </>:Xj -> H is any mapping, there
is a unique homomorphism cf>0
: G0 -*■H which extends cf>.What fails here is that
G0 is not an S-group. Cernikov's theorem (see [11, p. 238]) was applicable to
establish the corresponding fact in the nilpotent case, but here G0 is not nilpotent
so that this theorem does not apply.
Let B he a free abelian Si-group of rank | Xj \. It is not difficult to show that
Go/y2G0= B, so that, by Proposition 2.8, G0 has the same commutator quotient
group, modulo its commutator ideal, as the free TO-group we set out to construct.
Consider y2G0 as a ZB-module, as described in §2.6. Since G0 $ S, there must be
elements g e G0 and primes pe-n such that g has no /»th root in G0. Equivalently,
by Proposition 2.9, there must be elements c e y%G0and ß e B such that the equation

(3.1)

xT>,p = c

has no solution x e y2G0. So, whereas the quotient G0/y2G0 is correct, the commutator ideal y%Güis not sufficiently large. If we are to carry the construction
further, we must adjoin to y2G0 roots of equations of the form (3.1) and continue
to do this until all such equations have roots which, by Proposition 2.9, will
guarantee that we have arrived at an ê-group.
In addition we must ensure that these adjunctions are carried out in a suitably
free manner, that is, in a manner such that the mapping c/>
: Xj —>H, which has
already been extended to a homomorphism c/>0
: G0 -*■H, can continue to be extended to each successively enlarged group in the construction, until we have <p
extended to the final <?-group. It turns out that in order to achieve this freeness,
precisely what is needed is that the commutator ideals y^G of the successive
enlargements G should always be torsion-free, considered as Zß-modules. If we
could carry out this program, the final $ -group arrived at would be a free metabelian
^-group on the set Xj.
It would be quite possible to work out the details of the construction outlined
above, and this is in essence what T. MacHenry attempted to do in [14].
3.3. As a first step in the proof of the Main Theorem, we note that, as an immediate consequence of the following lemma, it suffices to prove the theorem for
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the case in which the index set I is finite. The proof of the lemma requires only the
usual verification of a universal property and is omitted.
Lemma 3.2. Let 93 be any variety of S-groups and let F e S3 be n-generated by the
set {x¡ | i e I}. Then F is a free 3$-group on the set {xf | ie 1} if and only if for every
finite subset J^I, S-gp (x( | ieJ) is a free "¡Q-groupon the set {x¡ | ieJ}.

3.4. We now give the proof of the Main Theorem for the case in which it is a
finite set of primes. Throughout this subsection, the following notation will be in
force :
« = {Pi, P2,---,

Pê,

q = P1P2 ■■-pk,

r = a fixed integer > 1,
B = r„ x Y„x • • ■x r„

I = {1, 2,...,

r},

(r copies).

The proof will be carried out in a number of steps. We first describe the group
which corresponds to the group G0 in the discussion in §3.2. Define groups Mn by

■

Mn = gp (x}">"\lúiúr),

n = 0,\,2,....

By hypothesis (ii), each Mn is a free metabelian

l^i^r,

group freely generated by x}lqn,

and clearly

M0 Û Mi ^ ■■■S Mn ^ ■■• ^ F.
We denote by G0 the union of this sequence of subgroups of F:

(3.2)

G0 = n U
Mn í F.
=0

Proposition 3.3. Let H e 931and let 4>: {x¡ | 1 ^ iÚ r} ->■TTbe any mapping. Then
there is a unique homomorphism cf>0:G0 —>TT which extends j>.

Proof. The uniqueness of such a homomorphism cf>0
: G0 -> TT is obvious ; we
must prove its existence. Assume inductively that 4>has been extended to a homomorphism cj>n_i;Mn-i -> TT. As HeS, each of the elements x\"ti~1<j>n_i, l^i^r,
has a unique c7th root in TT,we define a mapping </>n:{x,1'""| 1 ^i^r} -> H by
^xí'^íx,1'«-1^-!)1",

láiár

As Mn is free metabelian, the mapping j>nextends to a homomorphism </>n
: Mn -> TT.
Then <f>o
= Un = i 4>n-G0 -> H is the unique homomorphism which extends the
original mapping </>.
Choose once and for all a canonical free w-generating set {ax, a2,..., ar} for the
free abelian ^-group B, and identify the isomorphic ^-groups D/K and B by
x¡K<r^at, líkiúr.
If t¡: D^ D/K=B is the natural projection, then r¡: x1h+ai,

lúiúr.
Lemma 3.4. For each n = 0, 1, 2,...,

y2Mn = ATBr> K.
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Proof. Consider the homomorphism
r¡n= r¡\Mn: Mn-> B. It is clear that the
image of -nnis a free abelian group of rank r and that the kernel of -nnis Mn n K.
Therefore y2MnúMn n K and Mn/y2Mn^Mn/Mn
niï
free abelian of rank r.
Hence y2Mn = Mn n K.

Proposition 3.5. (i) D = G0K,
(ii) G0 n A-=yfG0=y2G0 = Unœ=oy2Mn,

(iii) G0lySGo= G0IG0r\KzB.
Proof, (i) Let de D; certainly there exist integers n, rtj, n2,...,

nr such that

dt] = e|i'«>5»/«V •«£'«*■,
Therefore there exists ke K such that

d = xl^xl^-.-x^k,
which shows that d e G0K.
(ii) First observe that the equality y2G0 = (J™=0 y2Mn is immediate. Using result

(i), we have

(3.3)

G0/Gon K s G0K/K = D/K s 5.

In particular, G0/G0 n K is an abelian ^-group, so since y%Gc¡is the smallest
normal subgroup of G0 with this property (cf. Lemma 2.5(iii)), we have y^Ga ^
G0 n A'. Certainly y2G0^ y2G0, so the proof will be complete if we can prove
that G0 n K^y2G0. But this follows at once from Lemma 3.4.
(iii) This is contained in (ii) together with line (3.3).
The result D = G0K of Proposition 3.5(i) enables us to choose a left transversal
{ta | a e B} for D modulo K which is inside the group G0. Thus {ta | a e Ä}sG0,
where tar¡ = a for all a e B and tj = 1. This transversal, once chosen, is fixed throughout the proof. Note that the corresponding factor set ( , ):BxB^K given by
tatB= taB(cc,ß), a, ß e B, has its values inside G0 n K=y2G0, a fact which will be
needed later on.
In the next proposition, we obtain some properties of the ^-group F=
^-gp (xf | láz'ár).
AU dependence on the over-riding ^-group
D is thereby
removed and the remainder of the proof takes place inside F.

Proposition 3.6. (i) Let G be any subgroup of D which contains G0:G0f¿G^D.
Then G/G n K^B; further, G r\ K, considered as a ZB-module, is torsion-free.

(Ü) y*F=Fr\K.
Proof, (i) Since the natural projection r¡: D -+B, when restricted to G0, still
maps G0 onto B, we have G/G n K^ B. A simple check shows that our transversal
{ta | a e B} may also be used as a transversal for G modulo G n K. Now the fact
that G n K, considered as a Zß-module, is torsion-free follows from the hypothesis
that K, considered as a Z2?-module, is torsion-free.
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so, by Lemma 2.5(iii), ylF^Fr\K.

Therefore

the mapping

v. xo^TW xt(F r\K),

1 ^ i ^ r,

induces an epimorphism v. F/ylF^> F/F n K. Since F/Fr\K is a free 9i-group
freely 7r-generated by the elements x¡(Fn K), l^i^r,
v has an inverse. Hence v
is an isomorphism which implies y2F=F n K as required.
We are now ready to approach the most important step in the proof of the Main
Theorem. We have to prove that F is a free metabelian S-group on the set
{x¡ | 1 ¿ i'^ /■}.Given a metabelian ^-group TTand a mapping </>
: {x, | 1 ^ i ^ r} -> TT,
we have established, in Proposition 3.3, that <£ extends to a homomorphism
<£0:G0->H; our aim now is to extend cf>0to a homomorphism ci: F—>TT. This
will be achieved by gradually building up from G0 to F, adjoining one root at a
time, and proving that at each stage the homomorphism fa from the group-beforethe-adjunction to TTcan be extended to a homomorphism fa from the group-afterthe-adjunction to TT.
We describe the adjunction-of-a-root
for an arbitrary group G lying between
G0 and F: G0^G^F. Let g e G be any element of G such that the c7th root of g,
which exists as an element of F, does not belong to G. The enlarged group G,
with the root adjoined, is going to be simply gp (G, gllq), but we shall derive a more
suitable expression for it. As g e G, there are unique elements ß e B and Ci e G n K
such that

(3.4)

g = tß«ci.

Denote by c the element

(3.5)

c = aßXcu

where aB,q= (ß, ß*"1)- (ß, ß"'2)-■ ■(ß, ß)eG0n
K. Thus ceGnK
and eis determined by g. By Corollary 2.10, as Feffî, there is a unique element xeFnK
such that
(3.6)

XTe.i = c,

where TB_„=\+ß+ ■■■+ßq~1 eZB. Denote by {x} the normal subgroup of F
generated by the single element x or, what is clearly the same thing, the sub-ZTimodule of F n K generated by x. Noting that G and {x} are subgroups of F, with
{x} < F, we define our enlarged group G by

(3.7)

G = G-{x}.

Thus, G is a subgroup of F containing G: G0^G^G^F;
and G contains the
element gllq, indeed this motivated the selection of the element x; for tBeG so
that tßx e G and
(tBx)q = ijx1+s+--+B'-1
(see proof of Proposition 2.9),

= tBiaB¡qc

(see proof of Proposition 2.9 and line (3.6)),

= g

(using (3.4) and (3.5)),
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so, in fact, tBx=gllQ. The truth of our statement above that G=gp (G, gllq) is now
immediate.
It remains to be established that the enlargement from G to G has been

sufficiently free.
Proposition 3.7. Let G, G, g, c, x, etc., be as above. Let H be a metabelian
Si-group and let cf>
: G -> H be a homomorphism such that (G n K)cf>^ y\H. Then
there is a homomorphism <f>:G -> H which extends c/>.Further (G n K^^y^H.
Proof. As a first step, we prove that -y%Hmay be regarded as a Zß-module,
and that then cf>:G n K-> y\H is a ZS-homomorphism. Let <f>o
= <f>\a0G0 -*■H;
by Proposition 2.1 l(i), cf>0
makes y£H into a ZÄ-module, the action being given by

the formula
(3.8)

(fl*)".'.+-+».*.

= ih^-'ia*)^^)-

■■itBl<p)-1ia*y>itei<p)

for a* e y%H, and n¡ e Z, ß}e B, 1 ûjul- A simple calculation now shows that if
k, k'eGnK
and S e ZB, then (kk')cf>= (kcp)(k'cp)and (ksc/>)
= (k<p)s, so that
c/>:G n K-+ y2H is indeed a ZÄ-homomorphism.
As a convention, we shall denote elements of H (or of ZB*, where B* = H/y%H)
which are images under cf>(or under the induced ring homomorphism c/>
: ZB ->
ZB*) of elements of G (or ZB) by superscripting with "*". For example, cc/>
=

c* e y\H.
We now define a Z5-homomorphism
c/>':{x}-^y2H. By Proposition
since He TO,there is a unique element x* e y\H such that

(3.9)

2.11(h),

(x*)r«.<>= c*.

As ATconsidered as a ZÄ-module is torsion-free, every element of {x} is uniquely
of the form xs, with S e ZB. A ZÄ-homomorphism c/>': {x} -> yf H is therefore

defined by
cp':xs^(x*)s,

SeZB.

We now have two homomorphisms </>
: G -*■H, cf>':{x}^- y\H. We claim that
they agree on the intersection G C\{x} = (G n K) n {x}. For if ke(G (~\K)c\ {x},
say A: = Xs, 51e ZÄ, then
kT0., = (xsye.« = (xTe.«)s = c8

(using (3.6)).

Therefore
(kcp')Tß.<,= (*W

= ((X*)s)r»'<

= ((x*)Tß.«)s = (c*)s;

and
(kcp)Tß.<,= (/<rs.<0<¿= (C^cp
=

(Cep)8 =

(C*)S,
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where we have used the fact that fa G n K->y2H is a ZÄ-homomorphism. Then,

by Proposition 2.11(ii), (kfa)Te.i=(kfaTs.<i
implies kfa = k</>
as required.
We are now in a position to define the homomorphism

f>: G -> H. Recalling

that G= G{x}, we definefa G-^ H by
f>: gix5!i-> (gi<f>)(xsifa), gi eG,

Sxe ZB.

To see that f>is a well-defined mapping, let giXsi =g2xs*, where gu g2 e G, Slt S2 e

ZB. Then g21gi=xs2~si e G n {x}; therefore, since c/>and fa agree on G n {x},
(g¿"1Si)¿= (*S2~'Sl)¿'>hence (gifa(xsifa) = (g2fa(xs2fa), as required.
To prove that ^ is a homomorphism,

we must prove that if ßu ß2 e B, kuk2e

G n A' and S„ 52 e ZTi, then

((t^kix^yt^k^yf

= ((/^^i^Xir^^^).

This is a straightforward calculation and is omitted.
The fact that <$>
is an extension of c4is clear. Finally, we prove that (G n AT)^^
ygTT. Let giXsi e G n A, where gi e G, Sie ZB; since xsi e K, gx e K also; hence
gi e G n K so that gi</>e y%H, by hypothesis, and the result follows. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Once the adjunction-of-a-root process has been described and Proposition 3.7
has been established, the proof of the Main Theorem (with n a finite set of primes)
is a fairly straightforward matter. We proceed by means of a well-known "tower of
subgroups" method. We shall construct subgroups Gn, n = 0, 1, 2,..., of F, where
G0 is the group defined by equation (3.2), such that Go^Gj^ • • • úGn_ií^Gnú
■■■S F, and such that for all elements g e Gn_l5 gllq e Gn. Then (J"=o Gn is an

«f-group, so that U"=o Gn= F.
Assume inductively that Gn_i has been defined (G0 starts the recursive definition); we show how to construct Gn. Since Fis finitely w-generated, it is clear that
Fis countable. Enumerate the elements of Gn_! in a sequence:
Gn-1

= {gl,g2,--

-,gj-l,gj,

Define a sequence of groups G^luj=0,

1, 2,...,

(3.10)

= fc»

Gn_i = G&, = 'à&i =

■ ■ ■}■

such that

Ú G$», S-Sf

recursively as follows. Define G^l %= G%r¿ and assume inductively that G^lP has
been defined; to define GHllt consider the element gt e G„_j ^ GJ/ri':

ifgji" e GH'P, we simply set G«^ = G%=P;
if gjlq $ G(Jll\ we carry out the adjunction-of-a-root process for
the group G^l^ and the element g¡, and denote the resulting group

by G$LX\thus, in this case, G«*., = G^l?.
This yields a sequence of groups G$fLl9./'=0, 1, 2,...,

satisfying (3.10), and with
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define Gn to be the union of this sequence :

Gn= i Ü
GgL\.
=0
It is clear that our requirement gllq e Gn for all g e Gn_i is satisfied.
Proposition 3.8. Let H be a metabelian Si-group and let cpn_ i : Gn _ i -> H be any
homomorphism such that (Gn - j n K)cf>n_, rSy2H. Then there is a homomorphism
cf>n:Gn -*■ H which extends

cf>n-j, and further

(Gn n K)cf>núylH.

Proof. It follows at once from Proposition
sequence of homomorphisms

W-j-.Gn'lj^H,
such that, forj= 1, 2,...,

3.7 that we can define recursively a

j = 0,1,2,...,

¿«i j is an extension of #/ri\

and (G^. x n £)&'>. i ^ yg//.

Then ^„ = Uf=o <#/-i : Gn -> // does as required.
We can now, at last, complete the proof of the theorem. We use the expression

forF,

(3.11)

F= Ü Gn,

established above. Let He TO and let </>:{x¡ | 1 ^i^r} —>// be any mapping. We
must prove that there is a unique homomorphism cj>:F->H which extends cp.
The uniqueness of such a homomorphism is obvious because the set {xt | 1 ^z'^z-}
7r-generates F. We proceed with the existence.
By Proposition 3.3, there is a homomorphism c/>0:G0-^-H which extends the
mapping </>.As ylGo is a fully invariant subgroup and since y2G0 = G0 n K, by
Proposition 3.5(h), we have (G0 n K)cp0= (y^G0)c/>0^y^H. It is now clear from
Proposition 3.8 that we can define recursively a sequence of homomorphisms

cf,n:Gn^H,

n = 0,1,2,...,

such that, for n=l,2, ...,<j>n is an extension of <£„-i, and (Gn n AT)^n^ yf/F
Finally, recalling (3.11), we see that the homomorphism

f= nÜ
<f>n:F^H
=0
extends the original mapping cf>.This completes the proof of the Main Theorem
(with it a finite set of primes).
3.5. Once the Main Theorem has been established for a finite set of primes, it
is not difficult to prove it for an arbitrary set of primes. We now prove the Main
Theorem exactly as stated except that, in accordance with the remarks in §3.3, we

take the index set I to be finite: /={1, 2,...,

r).

In this one subsection only, we consider several different sets of primes, and we
specify the set of primes being referred to by means of a subscript.
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Let us denote by T?„a free abelian ^„-group °f rank r:

B„^Y„xY„x---

xY„

Choose a free Tf-generating set {a1; a2,...,

(r copies).

ar} for Bn, and identify the isomorphic

^-groups D/K and Bn by x(A'<->a¡, 1 S i^r. The projection ij: D-*- D/K=Bn is
then given by
-n: X( i-»- a¡,

t £ i £ r.

We observe that if n' is any subset of the set of primes it, then ^-2^n,
&#~3.£x
and Sn.^Sn. The proofs of these inclusions are immediate from the definitions.
In particular, Bn may be considered as a á^.-group and we may define

B%.= 3,-gp («,| Ï á f á r);
then Ä,. S Bn, and it is clear that Bn. ~ r,. x r„, x • • • x Y„..
Now order the primes in the set n by increasing magnitude
* = {Pl,P2,

■■-,Pn, ■■■},

and introduce finite subsets ^„£77 by
fn = {Pi, T>2,• • •, Pn},

As F=^-gp

(x¡ I 1 ^i^r)

n = 1,2,-

may be considered as a Ü^n-group, we may define

F*. = ^„"gP (xx\l úiúr),

n = 1, 2,....

Our plan is to prove that each FXn is a free metabelian ^n-group
on the set
{x¡ I IS i S r} and to deduce that F is a free metabelian ^,-group on this same set
by a simple "direct limit" argument.
Consider the projection 77: T) -s- Bn. For n—\, 2,...,
we may consider D and
!?„ as ^n-groups and 17as a homomorphism of TL^-groups ; then the preimage,
via t], of the sub--@ÄI1-groupB„r S B„ must be a sub-^nii-group of D. We denote
D„a = BXir¡-\

« = 1,2,...,

then, by an isomorphism theorem, D„JK^ B„n. We claim that the following facts
are clear:
(1) D„n is a metabelian ^n-group.
(2) The set {x¡ | 1 Si'Sr} is a subset of T)„n, so that F„n^D„n.

(3) K is an abelian Trn-ideal of D„n.
(4) D„JK^

B„n is a free abelian ^„n-group

freely 7rn-generated by the elements

XiK, lúiúr.
(5) For any 7r„-number m, gp (x\lm | 1 Si'Sr) is a free metabelian group freely
generated by the elements Xj1"",l§/ir.
(6) K, considered as a ZTL^-module, is torsion-free.
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All of these follow at once from the hypothesis of the Main Theorem and the
above discussion. The only one requiring any comment is (6), which follows from
hypothesis (iii) of the Main Theorem by writing down what it means to say that
K considered as a Zß^-module is torsion-free, and observing that it is an immediate consequence of the fact that K considered as a Zfi-module is torsion-free.
Therefore, since the Main Theorem has been established for a finite set of primes,
we conclude that each F„n, n=l,2,...,
is a free metabelian Sinn-group freely
^„-generated by the elements x¡, lisiar.
The conclusion of the Main Theorem now follows from the observation that
F is the direct limit of the sequence

F

< F

< ■■. < F

< ■■• < F

We claim that
(3.12)

F=

(J Fnn ^ inj lim F„.

n=l

For iffeF=Sin-gp
(x( | 1 úiúr),f
can be obtained from the elements x(, 1 ^z'^r,
by a finite sequence of operations: multiplying, forming inverses and extracting
pth roots for various primes pe-n. In particular, only a finite number of root
extractions will be used. If N is an integer such that the primes corresponding to
all these root extractions belong to -nN,it is clear that/e F„s; thus equality (3.12)

is established.
It is now immediate that Fis a free metabelian ^,-group on the set {x( | 1 ^ i^r}.
For let H be any metabelian ^„-group and let </>
: {xt | 1 ^ i ^ r} -> H he any mapping.
For each n= 1, 2,..., H may be considered as a ^n-group, so there is a unique
homomorphism

1, 2,...,

<pn:F%n-» H which

extends

c/>. Clearly

</>n
+ 1\F„ =j>n, for n =

therefore
00

<f>= U <Pn= inj lim c/>n:F-> H
n=l

is the unique homomorphism from F into H which extends the mapping cf>.This
completes the proof of the Main Theorem.

4. Power series algebra representation.
4.1. In this section, our first representation of free metabelian ^-groups is
derived from the Main Theorem. This representation is inside a power series
algebra over the rationals and is comparable with W. Magnus' representation of a
free group inside a "free" power series ring (see W. Magnus [15], or [17, p. 310]).
Just as Magnus' representation implies that free groups are residually torsion-free
nilpotent, our power series algebra representation implies that free metabelian
S-groups are residually torsion-free nilpotent.
4.2. The power series algebra in which our representation takes place was constructed by G. Baumslag [5] for an entirely different purpose, namely to obtain a
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representation of the wreath product of two arbitrary torsion-free abelian groups.
The algebra A defined below is precisely the one used in [5], but our notation is

different.
Let Q be the field of rational numbers and let / be a well-ordered index set. Let
A be the power series algebra over Q in the indeterminates y¡, z¡, i e I, subject to
the defining relations
(4.1)

Ziy, = y^fo

= jiJi-Tjji

= ZiZj-ZjZi = 0,

i,j, kel.

It is easy to see that every nonzero element in the multiplicative subsemigroup
A generated by the j¡ and z¡ is uniquely of one of the three forms

(4.2)

)£&"'**

(4.3)

zhzl2.--zin,

of

or
(4.4)

ykzhzi2---zin,

where iu z2,..., in, kel, and ¿i St/»a - - • á in. Elements of one of the forms (4.2),
(4.3) or (4.4) are called monomials, and the degree of a monomial is defined in the
obvious way. (The monomials in (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) have degrees n, n, n+1
respectively.)
An element a e A is an infinite sum
a = a0+aj+a2+---+an+---

where a0 e Q, and an, the so-called homogeneous component of degree n, is either
zero or a finite sum of ß-multiples of monomials of degree n. For each ae A, its

order v(a) is defined by
v(a) = min {n | an # 0} if a / 0,

= co
and a sequence An, n = 0, 1, 2,...,

if a = 0,
of ideals of A is defined by

An = {ae A\ v(a) ^ n}.

It is clear that

(4.5)

H An = (0).

n=0

It is also immediate that every element ae A can be expressed uniquely in the

form
(4.6)

a = a0 + ayy + a^+ayz,

where a0 e Q, and ayy (respectively azz, ay!¡)is a sum (in general infinite) of ß-mul-

tiples of monomials of the form (4.2) (respectively (4.3), (4.4)).
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Now let
C = {a e A | c70= 1}.

It is easy to show that C is not only a subgroup of the multiplicative semigroup
of A (see e.g. W. Magnus [15], or [17, p. 310]), but is also a S-gro\xp, for any set
of primes tt (see [17, p. 316, Problem 4]). We denote

*i = 1+Ji+Zt,

ieT,

F= ^-gp(xt|ieT).
The theorem which yields our power series algebra representation
proved in this section is

and which is

Theorem 4.1. F is a free metabelian S-group freely n-generated by the elements

xt, i e I.
Observe that it suffices to prove Theorem 4.1 for the case in which -n is the set
of all primes. For if we can establish, for the set of all primes, that F is a free
metabelian ^-group on the set {x¡ | i e I}, it follows from the work in §3.5 that, if
it is any set of primes, the sub-^-group
of F w-generated by {x¡ | i e T} is a free
metabelian ¿^,-group on this set. So throughout this section, it is to be understood
that we are dealing with the set of all primes.
4.3. We begin by recording some results about groups inside the power series
algebra which were proved by G. Baumslag in [5]. Introduce

Y= gp(l+Ji | iel),

7 = S-gp(l+yi | igT),

Z = gp(l+zi|ieT),

Z = S-gp(l+Zi\

iel).

It is clear that Y and Z are free abelian groups on the sets {1 +yi | iel} and
{1+Zj | I'eT} respectively, and that Y and Z are free abelian ^-groups on these
same sets. An isomorphism between Y and Z is determined by the mapping
1 +yt-> 1 + z¡, i eT; if 1 + cyy e Y and l+4eZ
are two elements which correspond under this isomorphism, we denote this fact by 1 + cyy <-> 1 + c'zz.
The following results were established in G. Baumslag [5] :
Theorem 4.2. The subgroup of C generated by Y and Z is the (standard) wreath

product of Y by Z.
Corollary

4.3. (Recall that xj=l+j'i

+ zi, i'eT.) The group Af0= gp(x¡ | iel)

is a free metabelian group freely generated by the elements x(, i e I.

Theorem 4.4. Let M0(n)={1 + c e M0 \ v(c) ^ «}, then M0(n) = ynM0, n = 1, 2,_
Proposition

4.5. C is residually torsion-free nilpotent.

4.4. The next few results are to aid with computation inside the group C. Note
that if 1 + c is an arbitrary element of C, then (cf. line (4.6))
(4.7)

1 + C = 1 + Cyy+ Czz+CyZ = (l+

CZZ)(\ + Cyy)(l } CyZ).
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This equality is immediate from the relations (4.1). As we are mainly concerned
with the yy- and zz-components of elements, we adopt the convention of denoting
by cyz an unspecified element of this form ; thus cyz stands for any sum of ß-multiples of monomials of the form (4.4).
Lemma 4.6. Let 1 + c = 1 + cyy+ czz+ cyz be an element of C and let nbe a positive

integer. Then
(i)(l+

cyz)(\ + cyy)= (1 + cyy)il + cyz),

(ii) (1 + cyy)i\ + czz) = (1 + czz)(\ + cyy)il + c*z),

(iii) (1 + c*z)(l + czz) = (1 + czz)(\ + <*),
^lVJ \Cyy + Czz + Cyz)

= cyy + czz + cyz.

Proof. These are all immediate from the relations (4.1), induction on n being
used for (iv). Note that in (iii) we are using our convention, and the cyz on the
left-hand side is not the same as the cj2 on the right-hand side.
We observed, in the Introduction, that the class of ^-groups may be considered
as a variety of algebras, the operations of the algebras being multiplication, inversion and extraction of pth roots for primes pe-n. Let S he any set; by a Si-word
in the elements of S, we mean any expression obtained from the elements of S by
a finite number of formal performances of these operations. For a general definition
of the concept involved here, see B. H. Neumann [20, pp. 50-51].
Proposition

4.7. Let w(sj, s2,...,

sn) be any Si-word in the elements Sj, s2,...,

sn,

and let

1 + c<»= 1 + c«>+ c«>+ c%

lújún,

be elements of C. Then
w(l+c(1>,...,l+c(n>)

= h-(1+ cg\ ..., 1+ 4?) •"(1 + 4l\ ••-,!+ ciV)■(1 + c*z).
Proof. Written in an obvious notation, equation (4.8) becomes
w(l+c)

= wi\+czz)-w(\+cyy)-i\+c*z).

We proceed by induction on the length \w\ of w as a í^-word (see [20, p. 51]).
If |w| = 1, w = Sj for some/, 1 ujikn, and the result is given by equation (4.7). Let
|h>|=/ and assume the result has been proved for all S-words of shorter length.
Then w is of one of the forms u'1, ullp or u ■v, where w and v are S-words of length

less than /.
We deal with the first two possibilities simultaneously by supposing w = uq,
qe Q, where \u\ <l. If ui\+c)=\+c'yy
+ c'zz+ c*z, the induction assumption gives

(4.9)

1 + C'yy+ CZZ+ C*z = Z/(l + CZZ)• t/(l + Cyy) ' (1 + C^).
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Therefore
w(l+c)

= (l+cyy

+ c'zz+ c*zy
q(q-i)

= 1 +q(Cyy + c'zz + C*z)+ ™2l

(,

(c'yy + Czz+ C*z)2

+ ■■ +^-l)-<9-n+D

(Ciy+ C^ + C*r+ ...

= (i+c'zz)q-(l+c'yy)q-(l+C*z)

(after a short calculation using Lemma 4.6(iv))
= ("(1 + czz))q■(u(\ + cyy)y ■(1 + c*)

(by equation

(4.9))

= w(l+Czz)-w(l+cyy)-(l+c*z)

which completes this case.
The other possibility is that w=u-v, where |w| </, \v\ <l; we then have
w(l+c) = u(l+c)v(l+c)
= U(l+Czz)u(l+Cyy)(l+C*z)-V(l+Czz)-V(l+Cyy)-(1+C¡z)
= u(l+czz)v(l+czz)-u(l+cyy)-v(l+cyy)(l

+ c*z)

(using Lemma 4.6(i), (ii) and (iii))
= w(l+c23)-w(l+cra)-(l+c*2).

This completes the proof of the proposition.

Proposition 4.8 (Commutator
l+c=
\+c'

Formula). Let
\+Czz+cyy

+ cyzeC,

= l+c'zz + c'yy+ c'yzeC.

Then
(4. IK))

Proof.

[1+C,

Denote

1+CJ

=

1 + CyyCzz -(- CyzCzz

Cyy^zz

Cyz^zz'

A = cyyc'zz+ cyzc'zz—c'yyczz—c'yzczz and observe

that

if l+c"eC,

then

(4.11)

(l+c")A=A.

A simple calculation shows that c(l +c') —(1 +c')c= A; therefore

[l+c

i+c']

= (i+cy^i+c'y^i+cyi+c')
= (l+c)-1{l+(l+c')-1c(l+c')}

= (l+cy^l+V+cTW+c'^+A)}

= l+o+crxi+c)-^
= l+A
This completes the proof of the proposition.

(by equation (4.11)).
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4.9. (i) Let K={\ +cyz e C}. Then K is an abelian normal subgroup

ofC,andy2C-¿K.
(ii) C is a metabelian group.
Proof, (i) is immediate using the commutator formula (4.10). Then (ii) follows
at once from (i).
4.5. We are now ready to introduce the ^-group D inside C which corresponds
to the ^-group D of the Main Theorem. Referring to the definitions of Y, Z and
1 +cyy <-> 1 +c'zz, see §4.3, we define
D = {\+cyy

+ czz + cyzeC\

\+cyye

7, \+czzeZ,

l+cyy<^

\+czz}.

Thus (cf. equation (4.7)), a typical element of D is

(l +zi:)Mi+zhy°- ■ (l +zi)q'-d +yh)Hi +K>'2-• -d +K>Mi +0.
i¡ eI,q,eQ,l

Ú j Ú I.

It is clear, from Proposition 4.7, that D is closed under multiplication, inverses
and extraction of nth roots for all positive integers n. As D ^ C e TO, we have that
D is a metabelian í^-group. Also, certainly, x(= 1 +yt + z¡ e D, for all i e I.
We have already introduced K={\ +cyz e C}. By Corollary 4.9(i), A'is an abelian
normal subgroup of D. The fact that K is an ideal of D and the verification of
hypothesis (i) of the Main Theorem are contained in the next proposition. As
usual, B denotes a free abelian ^-group on the set {at \ i e I}.

Proposition 4.10. The mapping r¡: D^* B defined by
(4.12) r,: (1+Zfl)«i- • ■(l+zOHi+JV)'1-

• .il+yhy,.il+Cyz)^aq^--

is a surjective homomorphism with kernel K. Furthermore,
Si-group freely -n-generated by the elements x¡K, i e /.

•«?/

D/K is a free abelian

Proof. It is immediate that r¡ is a well-defined surjective mapping. The fact that
T)is a homomorphism follows from Proposition 4.7. It is also clear that ker -q= K,
so that D/K^B.
Finally, since xi-n= ((l+zi)(l+yi))-n = al, the free abelian
¿^-group D/K is freely ^-generated by the elements x{K, i e I.
Our aim is to prove that Si-gp (x¡ | i e I) is a free metabelian ^-group freely
7r-generated by these elements, and the conclusion of the Main Theorem yields
precisely that. The purpose of the next two subsections is to prove that hypotheses
(ii) and (iii) of the Main Theorem are satisfied.
4.6. To verify hypothesis (ii) of the Main Theorem, we must prove that, if ra
is any positive integer, then
M" = gpíx,1""! i el)
is a free metabelian group freely generated by the elements x]lm, i e I. To achieve
this, it suffices to prove that for every finite subset /£/,
M' = gp(x,1/m \ieJ)
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By Corollary 4.3,

the subgroup
M'o = gp (x, | i e J)
of M' is free metabelian freely generated by the elements x¡, ieJ.
we need the following simple lemma :

To continue,

Lemma 4.11. Let S3 be a variety of groups and let G e S3 be an r-generator group
which is nilpotent. Suppose that G has a subgroup H which is a free 'Si-group of rank
r. Then G is also a free Its-group of rank r.
Proof. Let G = gp (gi, g2,..., gr) and let {hu h2,..., hr} be a set of free generators
for TT.The mapping h¡i->gt, 1 ^i^r, determines a homomorphism of TTonto G
with kernel N say. Suppose N=£ 1 ; we shall show that this leads to a contradiction.
Since TT/W=G, H/N has a subgroup H2/N^ H and a nontrivial normal subgroup
N2/N such that (H2/N)I(N2/N)'^G.
Continuing in this manner yields an everincreasing sequence of subgroups of G:

1 ,* N < N2 < N3 < ■■■S G.

But G, being a finitely generated nilpotent group, satisfies the maximum condition
for subgroups. This contradiction implies N= 1, so that TTs G as was to be proved.

Proposition 4.12. Let n be a positive integer and let 93 be the variety of groups
consisting of all metabelian groups which are nilpotent of class at most n. Then
M'/yn +iM' is a free Si-group of rank \J\.
Proof. Let us denote \J\=r,

and recall that C(n+l) = {l+ce

C \ v(c)^n+l}.

By Theorem 4.4,
(4.13)

7n+iM'o = M'0nC(n

+ \),

and, by the proof of Proposition 4.5,

(4.14)

yn +iM' S M' nC(n+l).

Now

(4.15)

M'o(M' r\C(n+\))
Af'nC(«+l)

^
M0
= MónC(n+l)

¿
M'0
= yn+1Mó'

which is a free 93-group of rank r. Therefore, by Lemma 4.11, M'/M' n C(n+\)
is also a free 93-group of rank r. Finally, from this fact, and from line (4.14) again,
we have that there exist homomorphisms

M'/M' n C(n+ l)^M'/yn

+iM'->M'/M'

n C(« + l),

whose composite is the identity on M'/M' n C(n+1). Hence M'/yn +1M' is also
a free 93-group of rank r. This completes the proof of the proposition.
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4.13. M ' is a free metabelian group freely generated by the elements

x¡'m, i e J.

Proof. The mapping «/>:x¡\-^ x}lm determines an epimorphism ¡/>:Aí¿-> M';
we claim that </>is an isomorphism. For let 1/gekeri/r;
since M'0 is residually
nilpotent (by Proposition 4.5, for example), there is an integer n such that
g^yn +1M0. Now ¡p induces an epimorphism
<¡,:M'olyn+ jM'0^M'/yn

+jM',

which, since both these groups are free SS-groups of rank r and since such groups
are Hopfian, must be an isomorphism. But gyn+ jM'o is a nontrivial element in the
kernel of ¡/>.This contradiction shows that ker <f>=\, so that M0^M' as required.
4.7. The preceding proposition completes the proof that hypothesis (ii) of the
Main Theorem is satisfied. We turn now to hypothesis (iii), that K, considered as
a ZÄ-module is torsion-free. The next two lemmas will be used in the proof of this

fact.
Recall that Z is a free abelian S-group freely w-generated by the elements
1+Zj, i el. For convenience of notation, let us denote by {l+z¡ | l^i^r}
an
arbitrary finite subset of {1 +z¡ | ie I}.
Lemma 4.14. Let sà 2 be an integer and let l+v¡, 1 ^/¿s,

be distinct elements of

Z given by
(4.16)

i+vj

where qtJ e Q, 1 ^z'^r,

= (\+zjyu,(\+z2y*.i-

1 S/^J.

(4.17)

Let n±, n2,...,

■-(i+zry*M,

ns be nonzero integers. Then

njVj+ n2v2 +■■■+ nsvs ?* 0.

Proof. Case 1. If all the quj are (strictly) positive integers, each l+v} is determined by its leading term z^.iz^.i- ■-zQ'.i; since the l+v} are all distinct, these
leading terms are all distinct, so the result is immediate.
Case 2. Assume that qtjeZ for all i,j. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that all the v/s are nonzero ; for at most one of them could be zero ; if
there is one equal to zero, we simply omit it (noting that sä2), and the result
(4.17) to be proved remains the same.
Now suppose that the result is false, that is, suppose that
(4.18)

n1(l+z;1) + n2(l+z;2)+--.+ns(l+z;s)-(«i+n2+---+ns)

= 0.

From the form (4.16) of each 1 + v¡, where here every qtJ e Z, it is clear that there
is a large positive integer N such that if 1 +v = (1 +Zj)Nil +z2)N■ ■-(1 +zr)N, then,
for each/, 1 Ikj Iks, the product (1 +v)(\+vj)=\+v'j,
when expressed in the form
(4.16) will involve only positive integer qtjs. Further, the \+v'¡ are all different
from each other because the 1 + v} were ; and the 1 + v'¡ are all different from 1 + v
because no v¡ was zero. Multiplying across (4.18) by 1 +v gives
nj(\+v'j)

+ n2(\+v'2)+

■■■+ns(l+^)-(ni

+ n2+ .. ■+n,)(l + v) = 0.
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If nx + n2-\-r-/i,
= 0, this immediately contradicts Case 1. If «1 + n2+ • • ■+ns^0,
it also contradicts Case 1, because the l+i;"s are not only different from one
another but also from l+v.
Case 3 (General Case). Here the qu are arbitrary rational numbers. Choose a
large positive integer N such that Nqiyj e Z, 1 Si'Sr, 1 ^j^s, and define an endomorphism v of the power series algebra A by specifying:

v:y¡i->0,

iel,

rrzjH* (1+jJP-I;

iel.

This does define an endomorphism of A because the images of the yt and zt, i e I,
satisfy the relations (4.1).
Now assume that the result (4.17) is false so that equation (4.18) holds. Applying
the endomorphism v to equation (4.18) gives
(4.19)

ni(\+v"i)

+ n2(\+v'2)+

• • ■+ns(\+v"s)-(ni+n2+

■■■+ns) = 0,

where
1 +V"i = (1 +Z1)W«l.i(l +Z2yq2.l-

■-(I +Zr)"«r,,,

lúj

US.

Since these exponents NqUj are all integers and since the 1 +v] are still all distinct
(because 1 +v" = (1 +Vj)N), equation (4.19) is impossible by Case 2. This completes

the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4.15. Let 1 + c = 1 + cyy + czz+ cyz e C, let \+kyze

K and let nbea positive

integer. Then
(i) (\+c)-\l+kyz)(\+c)

(ii) (1 +c)-\l

= (\+czz)-\\+kyz)(\+czz),

+kyz)n(\ +c)=

1 +nkyz(\ +czz).

Proof. Both of these are simple calculations, the second using induction on n.
Proposition

4.16. K, considered as a ZB-module, is torsion-free.

Proof. Let nxßi + n2ß2+ ■■■+nsßse ZB be any nonzero element, where n¡^0,
1 újús, and the ß/s are all distinct elements of B. Let l^\+ky¡¡eK.
We must

prove that
(4.20)

(1 + kyzy^+"z»* +- +"A ^ 1.

For each/ lújús,
choose an element (l+v^l+u^l+c^)
in D which projects, via r¡, onto ßj (cf. line (4.12)), where 1 +u,.e Y, 1 +v¡ eZ. As 1 +wy «-» 1 +v¡,
the elements \+v¡, l^jSs,
are all different from one another, because the ß/s
are all distinct. Therefore, the conditions of Lemma 4.14 are satisfied, so that
(4.21)

v = niVt+n2v2-\-\-nsvs

^ 0.

From the definition of the action of ZB on K, and using Lemma 4.15(i), we see
that equivalent to equation (4.20) is

(4.22)

(i + î,1)-1(l+^)Ml+fi)---(l+^)-1(l+^)Ml

+ ^) * 1.
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Assume that this result is false ; that is, assume

(4.23)

il+vjy^l+ky^il+vj)-

■■U+vs)-1il+kyzy.ii+vs)

= 1.

Using Lemma 4.15(h) and denoting n = nj + n2+ ■■■+ns, this becomes
1 +njkyzil

+vj) + n2kyzil +v2)-\-+nskyzil+vs)

= 1,

that is
(4.24)

kyzin + v) = 0.

Now from lines (4.1) and (4.4), we see that kvz is of the form

kyz= 2 y>Wi'
iel

where each w¡ involves only z's (no j's). On substituting this expression for kyz in
equation (4.24), it follows at once that either kyg=0 or v=0. But these are both
impossible: kyz = 0 contradicts the original assumption that \+kyz^\,
while v = 0
contradicts equation (4.21).
Thus assumption (4.23) leads to a contradiction, so (4.23) is false and (4.22) is
established. This completes the proof of the proposition.
4.8. The verification that the hypotheses of the Main Theorem are satisfied by
the situation within the power series algebra is now complete. By the Main
Theorem, we conclude that F=Si-gp (x( | / e /) is a free metabelian ^-group freely
7r-generated by the elements xf, iel, and this completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
The most important consequence of this representation is the following theorem ;
it follows at once from Proposition 4.5.

Theorem 4.17. Free metabelian Si-groups are residually torsion-free nilpotent.
5. Matrix representation.
5.1. Our second representation of free metabelian ^-groups is in terms of twoby-two matrices. It is a natural analog of a representation of free metabelian
groups by two-by-two matrices due to W. Magnus [16].

5.2. Let
I
A
ZA
W

=
=
=
=

a well-ordered index set,
free abelian group on the set {a¡ | iel}
group-ring of A,
free Zj4-module on the set {et | z e /}.

(written multiplicatively),

It is easy to check that the set of all matrices of the form (£, ?), a e A, w e W, is
a metabelian group under matrix multiplication. W. Magnus [16] proved that the
subgroup

(5..)

-.-«,((; J)i <./)
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is a free metabelian group freely generated by these matrices

to 0\

leT.

U 1/'

(Magnus' result is actually more general than this; he represents any group
X/[R, R], where Xis a free group and R is an arbitrary normal subgroup; we have
described the special case in which R = y2X.)
We would like to obtain a similar representation of free metabelian ^-groups.
In particular, we must be able to extract rath roots for all 7r-numbers m; if we try
extracting an mth root of one of these matrices, we find, working purely formally,
that the matrix which when raised to the mth power gives (£, ?), where a^l, is

Thus in order to be able to extract mth roots, we need to be able to extract them
in the upper left-hand corner, and we must also be able to "multiply" by elements
of the form ((«1,m—l)/(a— 1)) in the module in the lower left-hand corner. We are
therefore led to make the following definitions :
B = free abelian ^-group

on the set {a¡ \ iel}

(written multiplicatively),

ZB = group-ring of B.
Now B is a torsion-free abelian group, so by a theorem of F. W. Levi [13], B
is an ordered group ; from this it follows at once that ZB is an integral domain,
and we may therefore define

F = quotient field of ZB,
V = vector space over F on the basis {et \ i e I}.
Preparing for an application of the Main Theorem, let

^={(!

*-£
Proposition

C>)■
jj,

iel.

5.1. D is a metabelian S-group under matrix multiplication

Iß 0\ Iff 0\
\v

i) \ßeB'vev}

l)\v'

Ißß'

l) = \ß'v + v'

0\
lj'

ß'ßl

e B,

v, v' e V.

K is an abelian ideal of F, and D/K is a free abelian S-group freely ir-generated by

the elements xtK, i e I.
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Proof. The proof requires only simple verifications and is omitted. The last part of
the proposition may be proved by considering the epimorphism r¡: D-^ B given by

*CÎ)»fi.
As usual, we denote F=Si-gpix¡ | i el). Our matrix representation will be
established once we prove that hypotheses (ii) and (iii) of the Main Theorem are
satisfied; for then we can conclude that F is a free metabelian ^-group freely
generated by the matrices x¡, i e I.
5.3. The verification of hypothesis (iii) of the Main Theorem is very easy, so
we shall dispose of it first. First of all, we record some formulas which are useful
to have at hand when computing inside the ^-group D.

Lemma 5.2. Let a, ße B, u,ve V,qeYn and S e ZB. Then

iß 0\«

p>

0\
1

0)
/I

(i°

[(«

i)'t

\)\

ON

ifß # 1,

ifß= I;

= \iß-\)u-i*-\)v

i);

Proof. The proofs of formulas (i), (ii) and (iii) are straightforward calculations
and are omitted. Note that in (i), q is an arbitrary number in Yn and so may be
positive or negative, integral or fractional.
To prove (iv), let S=njßx + n2ß2+ ■■■+ntßt, where 0^n¡eZ,
1^/^z,
and
ßi, ß2,---,ßt are distinct elements of B. For 1 Sjè t, let i%>?) be any matrix in D
which projects via -q onto ßt. Then
/l

0\s

/l

0\niíi + "z«2+ - + n¡«t

1-nx7t h$ nrr¿
= /l
\Su

OX
1/

(using (i) and (iii)).

This completes the proof of the lemma.
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5.3. K, considered as a ZB-module, is torsion-free.

Proof. Let (J ?)^(¿ °)eK
have

and let O^SeZB;

then using Lemma 5.2(iv), we

il o\s _ n o\ /i o\
\u 1/ = U« 1/ ^ \0 1/
for clearly Sw^O because 5#0 and m^O. This completes the proof of the
proposition.
5.4. We proceed to the proof that hypothesis (ii) of the Main Theorem is satisfied:
Proposition 5.4. Let m be a tr-number and let M=gp (x\lm \ i el);
free metabelian group freely generated by the matrices x\lm, i e I.

then M is a

Proof. Let M0 = gp (x¡ | i el); it is immediate from Magnus' representation (cf.
line (5.1)) that M0 is a free metabelian group freely generated by the elements
x¡, i e T. An epimorphism if): M0 -> M is determined by the mapping

fa: Xt\->x¡lm,

i el;

the proposition will be established if we can prove that t/i is an isomorphism.
Let x = (J °)eker¡/r; we must show that ¿8=1 and v = 0. Now x can be
expressed as a group-word in the elements x¡, i e I, say

x = x\\x\%-■-x\i,

I, e Z, i, el,

\ ú j Ú s;

then
xib = xl},mx!f"---xjs/m.
Computing the matrices x and x</>from these expressions yields
•c'Arrk.
/agog.--oj;

*=l

.

*-(

0\

lj'
v

'

i>

where
V =

_i„«gag2„ 3 . .• .■<seil
„ sp, _1__Í2——r
+ -—r
"¡1
X
«¡2

(5.2)

a|s-}-1

a¡i/m_l
«' = —t-ai2'mai3'm
V
«(i_l
a<2

(5.3)

,

X

a||-

• ■«{;*,,

a|s-l

a¡2/m-l
a'3

ais-i/m_1
-i-1—\îzl-a'-'lme,

• • • ceis"V -I- —-_
ais e'i-|ai2_,

d"m-l
H—-_e,

alPlm ■ ■ ■al-*lmP«(3
«¡s et2
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v' = 0, so we have at once that

ß=

Let e¡ he any basis vector which appears in the above expressions for v and v',
and \etf,f
e F be its coefficients in v, v' respectively. We see from equations (5.2)
and (5.3) that, with obvious notation, if
f

/vih.i_1

— _J_1

Ji-a._l

~»U,2,vn1.3.

^1.2^1,3

re?21 — 1

. . „nl

¡1 _i- —_1

"il..!

H

r/n2.2.

. ./Yn2.'2_L.

1 ^2,2

. . .

°&a.S H

then
t7 =
/"

/vPl.l/"'—

i_i_1
„(_1

1

ö:?l,2/»Veni,3/m.
"íl.2
"/».'»

. . n"i.tilm
^l.'l

,

~l2.l/"'_1

4. _í_L
+
tti_l

an2.2lm.
aÍ2.a

. .„*2,f2/m4_
. . . •
aÍ2,«2
+

therefore
(5.4) (a(-l)/¡
(«. - O//

= («fi.i-l)«^^.

. .^

= K1-1'"-iK1\-|/m«,n11.33/m

+ («»..1-1^.

• •<£+•

• • • ■&#'"

+(«r2-i/m - i)«y22;22/m
• • • «£jf"

Certainly since ra e [tt], the endomorphism

+ • • •.

6 of B induced by the mapping

6: a, r-> a(1/m,

z'e/,

is an automorphism. Therefore, the endomorphism 6 of Zfi, given by
injßj+n2ß2+

■■■+nußu)6

is also an automorphism.

((«i-l)/i)^ = («i-l)/i'.

= ni(iS10) + n2(j32Ö)+ • • • +nuißu0)

By inspection of equations (5.4) and (5.5), we see that

But/,' = (), because v' = 0, so we have Ha-l)f)0

= O. As 6

is an automorphism of ZB, this implies (a¡— l)f = 0, so that/¡ = 0. Since this holds
for all i el, we finally have ¡?=0 as required. This completes the proof of the
proposition.
5.5. All the hypotheses of the Main Theorem have now been verified, and our
matrix representation is established. The power series algebra representation had
the advantage of immediately implying that free metabelian ^-groups are
residually torsion-free nilpotent. The matrix representation is perhaps even more
useful for deriving properties of free metabelian Si-groups as we shall see in [12].
The advantage here is that we can actually write down, in closed form, an expression for the general matrix belonging to the Si-group F. Our next task is to determine this closed form.
5.6. For one of the applications in [12], it is convenient to be a little more
general ; we introduce an arbitrary set of vectors vt e V, ie I, and denote

xl = Q °), ie I,

F' = Si-gpix[|ze/).

Throughout the following work, the prime (') indicates that we are dealing with
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this more general situation; thus to omit the primes is equivalent to setting vi = ei,
i e I. We shall determine the most general form of an element of F' : we shall
prove, in Theorem 5.6, that F' is equal to the set of matrices F' defined at line
(5.10); the form of elements of Fwill be given by the special case in which f¡ = ej,
IGT.

Our method is directly motivated by the adjunction-of-a-root step in the proof
of the Main Theorem (cf. §3.4). Another contributing factor is the result of Proposition 3.5(ii) that GnK=\Jn=oy2Mn,
together with the fact that if M=
gp (yt | i e I) is a metabelian group, then y2M is generated as a Z(M/y2M)-module,
by the set of simple commutators {[y¡, y/} \ i,j e I, i<j}.
We need some rather complicated definitions. First, let E be the following

subset of the ring ZB:
£ = {;,||,6w}u{(£=i)|l

¿ßeB.pe*}.

Define L to be the multiplicative subsemigroup (containing 1) of ZB generated by
the set E; a typical element of L is

l=p^--p\jr^)[ß^T)---[-ß-^T)'
where Pjetr, p'ke-n, ßkeB, l^j^s,
l^k^t.
Now E may be considered as a
subset of the field F, so it is reasonable to denote the subset of F consisting of all
inverses of elements of E by

The field F may be considered as an (associative) ZÄ-algebra. Define A to be the
sub-ZTJ-algebra (containing 1) of F generated by the set E"1; a typical element of
A is easily seen to be expressible in the form

(5.6) a - ¿ s^pTi,i)pTi,2)..,pfi,t)^_lj

^._jj

where Sf e ZB, pk e w, p\ eir, 0| m(j, k)eZ, 0 ^ n(j, l)eZ,
l^l^u.
In particular, A is a subring of F.
Next we introduce a subset W of the vector space V:

W = {<} I hj el, i < j, n e H},
where wty is defined by

[«)-,«)-]=(w!„,
J)-

■■■
yß,,_jj
lújús,

p
lúk^t,
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Using the formulas of Lemma 5.2, we obtain explicitly

_ («,"»-1)(«}'" -1) m iaVn- 1)(«}'»- 1)

'•' =

-(a- - 1)-

"' ~

-(«

-1)-

"*

'"'7"£ 7' ' < ^

" e W-

Now F is a vector space over F and A is a subring of F; so K may be considered
as an A-modu\e. Define U' to be the sub-^-module of V generated by the set
W', a typical element of U' is

(5.7)

u = aMZl+öa<?/a + • • • + atwft%

a¡eA,

\ ú l ú t.

V may also be considered as a Z5-module. Define U¿ to be the sub-ZÄ-module
V generated by the set W; a typical element of U'0 is

(5.8)

«0 = Sjwf^ + S2w%]2+■■■+ Stw?t%

SteZB,

of

I *■i á f.

The reader may begin to see some sense in these definitions now. Before continuing with the definitions we indicate, in Lemma 5.5(iii), what the sub-Z5module U¿ of V represents. Referring to the discussion in §3.2 and the proof of
the Main Theorem in §3.4, and recalling the purpose of the primes, let

K

= gP((*.')1,nh'e/),

ne[w],

G'o = U M'n = gp («)»» \iel,ne

M).

Lemma 5.5. (i) For n e [n],

y2M; = M;nK=W

°l)eM-}'

(ii) If (J °j)e G0, then v e U¿.
(iii) y2G0 = {(i0 Ï) | u0 e U0}.

Proof, (i) The projection r¡ : (g ?) h->ß maps M'n onto a free abelian group
freely generated by a¡ln, i e I, which shows that Mñ/iMn n K) is free abelian freely
generated by (x¡)1/n(Mñ n A'), z e I. Therefore the homomorphism
M'n/y2M'n —>
M'n/(M'n n A), induced by the identity on M'n, has an inverse, so that y2Mn =
M'n nías
required.
(ii) If (I j) e G'0, clearly (J î) e Mn for some n e [w], therefore, by part (i),
(I î) 6 y^M'n- But y2A/¿ is generated, as a Z(Mñ/y2Mñ)-module, by the matrices
í(x'l)ll»,(x'i)1'"]

= ^

°),

ijel,

i<j.

Therefore, using Lemma 5.2(iv), v is contained in the Zfi-module generated by the

w\% that is v e U¿.
(iii) The inclusion ^ follows at once from part (ii). The reverse inclusion ^
follows because y2G'0is a Zfi-module which contains all the ZÄ-module generators

Us i)
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of the ZT?-module

{C.?)i«°64
Further, as we shall shortly prove, the ^(-module U' consists of precisely the set
of vectors needed to describe the commutator ideal y2F' ; that is

ylF''-{(:= H

A\ueU'

!)

Returning now to our definitions, with each element ß e B we associate a vector
^eFas
follows : ß can be expressed uniquely in the form ß = affag • • ■af;, where
qt e Yn, i, eT, 1 ^/Sr, and ix<i2<-<i,;
the vector vß e Vis then defined by the
equation

to

oyi/«,, o\«. to

o\«r= iß o\

U» 1/ W 1/ "W 1/ " U i/'
Explicitly, using the formulas of Lemma 5.2,
a?,x-l

»i = TT^Î «3
«Il

1

<2-l

a?'-,1-!

ot?'-l

CCi,-l—l

«ir—

• • ' <v'i + 7T3Ï < • • •<"«*+■■■+ -ir^—i ■**.-i + ÎTî
«¡2

X

1

«V

Note that, for every ß e B,
(5.9)

(ß

\vB

°\eG'0.
if

Finally, we define a subset F' of the matrix group D by

Recall that

*■'*
»((:î)i-4

The statement which gives our explicit representation

of the elements of F' is

Theorem 5.6. F'=F'.
5.7. In this subsection, we give the proof of Theorem 5.6. Clearly for i e I,
vai = Vi; therefore the 7r-generators of F' belong to F'. So to establish that F'¿,F',
it suffices to prove that F' is a ^-group. Toward this end, we prove the following

lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Let a, ß e B and let p e -n, then

(i) ßva+vB-vaBeUO,
(ii) Va-i + a-^e

U¿,

(iii) ((es1"-!)/(«-1)K-«V"

eU'tfa^l.
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Proof, (i) By the remark at line (5.9),

laß

0\-V«

OW0 0\

/

\vaB

1/

I/\ve

\ßva + vB-vaB

\va

1/

1

0\
1/

hence, by Lemma 5.5(h), ßva + vB—vaBe U¿.

(ii) Similarly,
ta

OWa"1

0\

\va

1/W-1

1/

_ /

1

0\

W-i + a"1;;« 1/

hence, by Lemma 5.5(h), va-í + a-1vae

U¿.

(iii) Similarly,

r ,)T ,)-( r«-n 3«*
\üai/» i/

K

i/

\^~Li/p-i)t)"1"'

7

hence, by Lemma 5.5(h),

r«-U7i^W,peC/ó= U'.
But [/' is an ,4-module, and (allp —\)/(a— 1) e A, since a^ 1 ; therefore
allp-l

i

ce-1

\

„,

as was to be proved.

Proposition 5.8. F' is a Si-group.
Proof. Let a, ß e B, u', u" e [/'. First, F' is closed under multiplication:

\va + u'

l)\ve + u"

1/ " \VaB+ Uj

l)

where Uj = (ßva + vB—vaB)+ßu' + u" e U', using Lemma 5.7(i) and the fact that U'
is a Z2?-module. Secondly, F' is closed with respect to inverses
ta

Oy1

\va + u'

1/

_ I

a-1

0\

\va-i + u2

1/

where w2= —iva-i+a~1v„) —a-1w' e U', using Lemma 5.7(h) and the fact that
U' is a ZÄ-module. Finally, F' is closed under extraction of pth roots for primes
pe-n. For <x# 1, we have
/

a

\va + u'

0\1,p

/

1/

w^

allp

0\

+ Wa 1/

where
— )u ev,
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using Lemma 5.7(iii) and the fact that U' is an A-mod\xle. For a= 1, we have

/l

0\1,p _ / 1

W 1/

0\

~ [u'/p 1/

and u'/p e U', because l/p e A and U' is an ^-module. This completes the proof of
the proposition.
As observed before, the last proposition implies that F' ?¿F'; we now establish
the reverse inclusion.
_

Proposition 5.9. F'^F'.

Proof. First, from the equality

Iß

0W1 OX I ß

\vB \J\u

1/

ON

\vB+ u 1/

where (^ °) e G'0:£ F', we see that, to prove the proposition, it suffices to prove
that (i i) e F', for all elements u e U'. Recall that L is the multiplicative subsemigroup of ZB generated by the set
E = {p\peir}u^^j

| 1 //3e2f,/>6

7r}.

We want to have some measure of the "length" of elements of L. If le L and t is
a positive integer, we define |/| ^/ to mean that / can be expressed as a product of
i elements of the set E (each being counted as many times as it appears). For
example, if

-«■4um)-m
then |/| áí + r. We also specify |1| ^0 (where 1 eL).
It is clear from the definitions of L and A (the sub-Zfl-algebra of F generated
by the set E~l, see line (5.6)) that for every a e A, there exists an element laeL
such that laa e ZB. Using this fact, it is also clear that for every element ueU'
(see lines (5.7) and (5.8)), there exists an element lue L such that luu e U¿ (where

we note that, as sets, LçZB^A^F).
To prove that for every u e U', (¿ î) e F', we proceed by induction on n, where
n is the length of the "shortest" element leL such that lue U¿. More precisely,
our induction assumption is the following: if u' e U' is such that there exists
/' e L with |/'| -¿n-l such that Tu' e U¿, then (¿. °) e F'. In the initial case of the
induction, we have an element ue U¿ already (because /= 1 is the only element of
L such that |/| ^0). In this case, Lemma 5.5(iii) gives that (i ?) e F'; so this starts

the induction.
Now let ue V be such that there is an element lueL with \Q Sn such that
luue U¿. Clearly (assuming 4^1), there exist elements eeE and /' eL such that
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lu = el', |/'|án—1.
Noting that eue [/', we then have l'ieu) = iel')ue
|/'| Un —1, the induction assumption yields

(5.11)

(l

°W.

\eu

1/

U¿. Since

There are now two cases to consider, depending on whether e=p, pe-n, or
e = ißp-\)/iß\),ßeB,pe
-n. If e=p, pe-n, line (5.11) gives {J„ ï) e F'; then, as
F' e Si and pe-n, we have

/l

ON1*

/l

0\

which completes this case. If, on the other hand, e = (ßp—l)/(ß— \), ße B, pe-n,

line (5.11) gives

1

0\

then, using the facts that C¡g °) e F' and that F' e Si and pe-n, we have
(1

0\llp

(£/)„
,) "(iÎH
This completes the proof of the induction step and of the proposition.
5.8. The proof of Theorem 5.6 is now complete, so the explicit form (see line
(5.10)) of those matrices which occur in the ^-group F' is known. It remains for
us to deduce some useful consequences.

Corollary

5.10. yn2F'={H \)\ue

[/'}.

Proof. By Theorem 5.6, we have
F'nK=F'nK

= {^

°) |M£[/j.

The projection -n: (£ Ï) \-> ß maps F' onto B, which shows that F'/F' n K is a
free abelian á?-group freely ^-generated by the elements x'iF' n K), i e I. Therefore
the homomorphism F'/ylF' -> F'/F' n K, induced by the identity on F', has an
inverse, so that y2F' = F' h K as required.
Corollary
5.11. Let c' eylF'. Then there exist primes pj, p2,.. .,ps, p'j,p'2,...,
p't e -n, and elements ßj, ß2,..., ßt e B, such that
('c')P1P2---P,«ßji-l)/(«1-l))((Ä§'a-l)/(i32-l))—((8fi-l)/(i(-l»

g y Q' ^

Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 5.10 and the proof of Proposition 5.9,
once we recall (cf. Lemma 5.2(iv)) that

/l

0\s

/l

0\

u i) "U i)' ueKSeZB.
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5.12. Let F be a free metabelian S-group freely ir-generated by the

elements x(, i s I; denote F/y2F by B and let
Go = gp (xVm\ieI,me[tt}).
If cey\F,
then there exist primes pup2,...,ps,
ßi, ß2>■■■,ßi e B, such that
Cpip2"ps«"ï1' - "'«i

- l)K(í|á-

p[,p'2,...,p[

e v and elements

l)/(fia - l»—«íf» - U/(ít -1» e y„Gn.

Proof. If we remove the primes from the preceding work, that is, if we set
d¡= eh i e T, the resulting matrix S-group F is a free metabelian S-group freely
7r-generated by the matrices x¡, i e I. Therefore the result is a special case of

Corollary 5.11.
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